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AMAZON FBA WORKFLOW SOP
Importing from China and sending products to Amazon FBA without
reaching your warehouse first may sound impossible to the majority of
Amazon sellers. But the reality is doing so will reduce your overhead and
headaches. Plus, it will help you replenish, purchase, and sell better on
Amazon FBA.
So, the big question here is how do we do it? I’ll walk you through the whole
process step-by-step.
Follow the procedure below to learn how to import and send to FBA
without hitting your own doorstep first.
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SOURCE AND FIND YOUR
SUPPLIER IN CHINA

After you find a supplier in China or another overseas country, place an order for your products.
For example: Nintendo Switch:
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FBA LABELING

Tell your supplier that you want each product to be labeled with a Sticker
FNSKU label or UPC code depending if you sticker your FBA products or not.
In Amazon, there is an option for Stickerless Products. Basically, you have
your supplier put UPC codes on each product and Amazon will scan the
UPC code and keep track of inventory and so forth with your UPC code. In
these cases, you won’t need a FNSKU Label.
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FBA LABELING

If the product needs a suffocation warning, then ask your supplier to add
those labels as well. The price of doing it in China is a fraction of what it
would cost you here in the USA.
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FBA LABELING

FOR BUNDLES (2/4/6 PACKS) & KITS (2+ DIFFERENT ITEMS)
If you have product bundles that are a “Hot Sellers” you should make the
bundles in China to save labor cost fees and get your product faster into
Amazon’s FBA Distribution Center. Just give your supplier full
instructions how to kit or bundle and label the items.

2 Pack Sample

How your supplier should create a Bundle (2/4/6-pack, etc) & Kits
(2+ different items)
Ask your supplier in China to heat seal your kits/bundles using a strong poly
bag and make sure it’s tightly sealed.
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FBA LABELING

The
same
goes for Kits.
Tell your
supplierare
what
products
youFBA
included
inso
a
In FBA
distribution
centers,
dimensions
a big
factor for
storage,
Kit,
them
together,
seal and label
theas
kitpossible.
with 1 FNSKU Amazon
youpackage
want your
items
to be asand
dimensionally
small
Label.
Have them kit and bundle in advance and ask them to apply 1 FNSKU
Note:
Youlabel
mayon
want
combine products from different suppliers in China
Amazon
thetobundle/kit.
and ask your supplier to do it FOB. This means the supplier will drop
products off at ONE Warehouse in China/India/Vietnam, etc at their own
expense.
The ONE warehouse acts as the consolidation drop-off point. This
warehouse that you choose will be the factory that completely understands
this document, and that you trust to add FNSKU Amazon Labels to your
product kits/bundles.

3 PACK BUNDLE
Bundle Sample
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FBA LABELING

HOW TO CREATE & DOWNLOAD YOUR FNSKU LABELS &
CREATE FBA SHIPMENTS TO DOWNLOAD THE FBA LABELS
FOR YOUR SUPPLIER
Step 1: Log into sellercentral.amazon.com and click on Inventory.

Step 2:

AMAZON FBA WORKFLOW SOP

Search for your product that this
supplier is manufacturing for you
and Change it to FBA. Or, if it’s
converted already, just choose Print
Item Labels.
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FBA LABELING

Step 3:

FNSKU label

Step 4:

If you are just
printing labels, put
in the QTY of the
labels and click Print
Item Labels. You will
then be prompted
to download a PDF
that contains your
FNSKU, which can
then provide to your
supplier.

If you want
to print
FBA labels,
you would
need to
create a FBA
Shipment.
You already
converted
to FBA at
this point,
so choose
your product
and click
on Send/
replenish
inventory.
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FBA LABELING

Step 5 : Select if this is a new shipment or an existing one and then select if
you are shipping by Individual products or Case-packed products.
Note: Remember to properly name this shipment: FBA Shipment ID.

Step 6:

After you choose the status of your shipment, please change
address listed under Ship from this address to Tactical’s address:
Tactical Logistic Solutions
13799 Monte Vista Ave
Chino, CA 91710
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FBA LABELING

Important Note: China Direct to FBA WORKFLOW offers ONLY standardsized items.
A standard-sized item is one that, when fully packaged, weighs 20 lb. or less
and does not exceed:
• 18” on its longest side
• 14” on its median side
• 8” on its shortest side
**IF OVERSIZE Package:
Any item exceeding standard-sized item dimensions is considered
oversized. If oversized, please contact your Tactical representative
immediately.
Step 7:

After you’ve finished putting in the ship from information, input the
quantity under Units; this should match how much you ordered from
your supplier. Click Continue.
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Step 8:

FBA LABELING
If your product would need prep, you can choose Merchant. This
means you the seller or Amazon needs to prep it for you.
Click Continue.

Step 9 : You will next have the option to print your FNSKU labels if you didn’t
print them yet.
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FBA LABELING

Click Continue and Approve shipment if you are all set with making
adjustments and you’re ready to get to the FBA labels options.

Step 10: Click Work on shipment.
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FBA LABELING

Step 11: Choose LTL and Other carrier

Step 12: Make sure Use web form is selected then input the Units per box
configuration and the desired Number of boxes. Then click Confirm
Following this, you can make adjustments to the number of
required FBA carton labels. Input how many cartons you’re sending
and click Generate box labels. Then, download the PDF and send it
to your supplier.
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FBA LABELING

Have your supplier apply FBA Carton Labels on each master carton.
Make sure you have them send you a photo to ENSURE they put the FBA
label on the correct SKU carton.
We would suggest you send your supplier the FBA Carton label per SKU per
email. This way the supplier does not label the cartons incorrectly.
The name of the file should be standardized. The following file format
naming convention we suggest is SKU-QTY-Date-FBA for each file.
Another option to ensure accuracy is to make sure the filename of the FBA
Carton Label contains the UPC code or FNSKU number. Again, you want to
make sure there are no mistakes.
The FBA carton label will look like the following:

FBA Box Label

Step 13: Now the last part of
the FBA workflow
is to create pallet
labels for your
product. This is only
required if your
items are palletized
in China. We DO
NOT suggest this
option as you
lose 20% of your
precious space on
the container.

When you send it to the supplier, FBA pallet labels can be applied to mixed
pallets as long as the cartons are labeled correctly with the correct FBA
Carton Label.
Have the supplier palletize up too 72” Inches high (including the pallet) and
have them apply a FBA pallet label on each side of the pallet for a total 4
FBA Pallet Labels per pallet.
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FBA LABELING

PREFERRED Method: Floor-loaded shipments from your overseas supplier to FBA (NOT
Palletized) Have your supplier apply the FBA carton labels on each and
every carton. The supplier will then put it into the container.
If floor-loaded, you must advise Tactical of the following:
•
•
•
•

Container number
Size of container
# of cartons by SKU
Dimensions of each Carton by SKU

Tactical will advise you of how many pallets your container equates to and
will request the pallet labels when the goods are in the USA.
Remember your FBA Shipment ID as you will need to go back onto Amazon
to print FBA Pallet labels and send to them Tactical when your shipment hits
the port.
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CONSOLIDATING MULTIPLE
SUPPLIERS IN CHINA TO 1
CONTAINER OR MORE

When consolidating multiple suppliers we suggest asking one of our customer service reps
to ask the warehouse to put together your TOP SELLERS. What does this
mean, exactly? This refers to a situation when you sell 2,000 different SKUs
on Amazon and you have some that sell fast and some sell slow. You would
replenish to FBA the hot sellers way more often than the slow SKUs.
So, in these situations we would suggest to consolidate the products that
sell more volume at a faster rate to one container. This makes it more efficient
and cheaper to deliver your goods to Amazon FBA as we would not need to
separate them while receiving and we can deliver your full container to FBA
right away.
If you have multiple suppliers and you want to bundle them in China or your suppliers
facility to save on US labor or you want to consolidate your goods Tactical’s
Warehouses, please contact us. We will get in touch with your suppliers and
have them deliver the goods to Tactical China and we will fill your container
for a small cost.

Consolidation Warehouse
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HOW TO PREP A CONTAINER
PALLETIZED FOR A DIRECT
DELIVERY TO AMAZON

Container with Pallets

Amazon indicates the BEST way to load a container is palletizing it and
labeling it with 4 pallet labels. You can double stack or have it up to 72” high
as per Amazon’s requirements as you would truck any LTL or TL to Amazon
FBA. To ensure your floor loaded containers are not rejected by Amazon, make sure
they are not oversized boxes or over 50LB. Also make sure to follow the guidelines below:
All shipments should be properly secured using load bars/straps. It is the shipper's
and the carrier's responsibility to ensure that shipments are loaded into a trailer in a
manner that prevents the load from shifting during transit.
When using Intermodal transportation (COFC), always use a load strap, never a load
bar to secure loads. Floor-loaded freight should only be loaded into containers that
are at least 243.84 cm tall and make sure that the overall height of the carton stack
allows 3 inches of clearance from the top of the stack to the roof of the container.
Ensure that all boxes (regardless of weight) comply with clamp truck instructions.
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HOW TO PREP A CONTAINER
PALLETIZED FOR A DIRECT
DELIVERY TO AMAZON

Use these instructions to accommodate forklifts with hydraulic attachments
that open and close around a load to squeeze and pick it up:
Lorem ipsum
• When loading the trailer, maintain at least 3 inches between stacks and container walls.
Make sure that the overall height of stack allows 6 inches of clearance from the top of
the stack to the roof of the container.
• Arrange each tier to be uniform and aligned relative to the other tiers on the footprint
so that all four sides of the freight stack can be safely accessed by a clamp truck.
Tier heights may vary.
• Use spacers between stacks to prevent them from shifting during transit. All shipments
should be properly secured using load bars/straps. It is the shipper's and carrier's
responsibility to ensure that shipments are loaded into the trailer in a manner that
prevents the load from shifting during transit.

Below is an image of a Clamp Truck:
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CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

Tactical will clear your customs for you before entry to the USA. We will
handle the whole process of clearing your customs and will research your
best possible duty rate. We will pay your duties and will bill you after your
container reaches Tactical Warehouse

Custom Clearance Sample
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HOW
TO PREP
A CONTAINER
DELIVERY
DIRECT
TO FBA
PALLETIZED FOR A DIRECT
DELIVERY TO AMAZON

Slip Sheet Guidelines
When slip sheets are used instead of pallets, be sure to following these
instructions:
• Insert slip sheets between the floor and product, as well as between
layers. The overall height of the stack should allow 6 inches of clearance
from the top of the stack to the roof of the container.
• Use only slip sheets of industry-standard pallet size (40 inches by 48
inches).
• Products exceeding 48 inches in length must be loaded along the
length of the container or trailer.
Below is an example of a slip sheet:

Container Drayage

When your container
arrives to the Los Angeles
or Long Beach Port in
California, Tactical will
work on an appointment
to
container
Thedeliver
imageyour
below
shows how to
to
Amazon
FBA.
After
the
shrink wrap. Have a slip
sheet on
container
gets
the bottom
anddischarged
on top and have
(2-3
Days
aftersides
arrival)
space
on the
andwe
on top. Put
will
pick
it
up
and
deliver
some bubble wrap in the spaces
to
Then,
you in
can
as Amazon.
it should not
move
transit.
watch
your
product
go
Then Amazon should be able to
LIVE
onitAmazon
headacheclamp
as they pop
it with the
free
without
any
hands-on
clamper. Follow all details offered
involvement
by Amazon infrom
thereyou.
guidelines to
ensure your container won’t be
rejected.

AMAZON FBA WORKFLOW SOP

You also may choose to shrink wrap
a floor loaded container. It is still at
risk since they may move around the
container.

Amazon ONTB
Floor loaded per Amazon policy
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EXPORTING
GOODS
DELIVERY TOYOUR
TACTICAL
FROM YOUR SUPPLIER
OR
WAREHOUSE,
PREP, STORAGE
FROMFBA
TACTICAL
CHINA
AND
DELIVERY
CONSOLIDATION TO USA
This option is useful
if you didn’t
prepare your container to Amazon FBA
WITH
TACTICAL
direct as described in the Amazon guidelines and you would like to store
some goods. It’s also helpful if you need to apply FBA carton labels. It’s
recommended by Tactical as these shipments will never get rejected as we
comply with all Amazon rules for delivery.

Prior to picking up from port, Tactical will give you a portal to sign up and
you can fill in all the information shown in the image below. You will create
an Inbound order.
After your supplier is done with prepping and labeling your products and
1) Container Number
is almost ready to book a container to sail to the USA, you will need to
2) Container ETA
provide them with Tactical’s contact Information. The supplier must contact
3) Container Size 20 or 40 or 45
Tactical Logistics China Office and put in your booking. Then Tactical China
4) Cartons need to be labeled
will contact Tactical USA to confirm the booking after the supplier has
5) Any Special Notes we should be aware of
confirmed a date of availability to be picked up or when they will deliver it
to the closest port. Then Tactical USA will send you an email confirmation or
you can see it on your portal when It’s booked. The process takes at most a
day or 2.
If the product comes from a Tactical CONSOLIDATION warehouse as we
discussed earlier
- when multiple suppliers send us your products to put on
your Top Sellers
- Tactical China will let Tactical USA know when all your
products have been loaded on the container. We will then send you an email
with your booking info.

When your container leaves
the port in China, Tactical
will track it and let you
know when the container
will arrive into the port of
Los Angeles, California.
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DELIVERY TO TACTICAL
WAREHOUSE, PREP, STORAGE
AND FBA DELIVERY

After you add the information about your container, we will need Carton
Information to make sure we have everything documented and we can ship
your goods accurately
1. Fill in the SKU names that are printed on the cartons.
2. Total Cartons Per SKU.
3. Dimensions. It will calculate automatically how many pallets you have.
4. Cartons to ship to Amazon if you are not shipping all at the same time.
5. Notes if you have any
The rest will calculate automatically.

After submitting your order, you will see an Upload button. Click it and you
can upload your carton’s labels and pallet labels and we will ask you for your
FBA ID and Amazon reference ID for Tactical to schedule deliveries with
Amazon.
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PICKING UP FROM PORT

When your container gets discharged we will pick it up and deliver it to the
Tactical warehouse the same day or the day after discharge depending on
port congestion. We will already know your plan of action prior to receiving
your goods from the portal information you input, including how many
SKUs are staying in storage, if the whole container is getting transloaded
into Amazon FBA, and so forth. Tactical will schedule an Amazon FBA
appointment to deliver your goods. They will arrive within 2-3 days of
receipt in our warehouse.
When we receive your container,
we will unload separate SKUs, put
them on pallets, and stage them in
our receiving area. We will apply
pallet labels and load them onto
the truck that will then deliver to
Amazon FBA.

Tactical Warehouse California

Tactical Receiving Area

Truck Loaded to FBA
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PICKING UP FROM PORT

Some sellers will not want China to apply their FBA labels on each carton so
Tactical may label it with a USA touch, palletize it, and then ship it out. Just
choose the label option you prefer in the portal.
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SHIPPING TO FBA AFTER
STORAGE IN TACTICAL
WAREHOUSE VIA PORTAL

1. Login in to the portal and go to Outbound Shipment.
2. Choose a ship date and then click on Choose a SKU. All
your pallets we have in storage on that SKU will be listed by Order #.
3. Select the pallet you want (or, if you want less than a pallet just write in
how many cartons you want to ship) then hit Submit.
4. After submitting your order, you will see an Upload button. Click it and
you can upload your carton labels and pallet labels and we will ask
you for your FBA ID and Amazon reference ID so Tactical can schedule
deliveries with Amazon.
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USING TACTICAL’S SOFTWARE:
OUTBOUND SHIPMENTS

After creating your outbound shipment you will be prompted to a summary page.
Here you can input your Amazon Reference ID so that we can schedule pick up with
one of our truckers. If you want to use your own trucking service than you can select
“I will send a third party shipper”. From there you can input the details of your own
trucking service.

If you are shipping with Tactical’s truckers, you will be prompted to upload
any labels we may need to to finalize your shipment.
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USING TACTICAL’S SOFTWARE:
WORK ORDERS

You can create a work order for any shipment that will be processed for Amazon
in our warehouse. All you need to do plug in the Order date, select the shipment that
needs to be prepped, and any notes on how to prep, pick, or pack your inventory.

From there, you will have the option input your own Third Party Shippers at the Summary
Page. If you select to ship with Tactical, you will be prompted to upload your labels so
we can get them ready to ship to Amazon.
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SHIPMENT ISSUES

If you have an issue with your products going to multiple locations, please
call Tactical and we can help with that as well.
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REVIEW

The key to scaling your business on Amazon and other channels is to
automate and outsource anything that is a distraction, headache, or strain
on your daily workflow. To educate your suppliers and have your
FBA shipments delivered to Amazon directly - or even have a 3PL do it -is way easier, cheaper, faster, and more efficient to replenish and keep your
costs low while you grow in the e-commerce world.
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